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Maine Press Cheerleaders Have Two-Platoon System Now; Vets Must
Will Gather While One Squad Cheers, Other Squad Rests Go To Class
At University
Or Lose Pay
Canham, Cross
To Be On Program
•

G. I. Bill Procedure
Strictly Enforced
rniversity authorities have

BY BOB SLOSSER

been asked by the Veteran's Administration to keep close check
on the attendance of those students receiving G. I. benefits.

The complete program for
Maine Newspaper Day. Friday,
Oct. 14, has been announced by
the University.
Erwin D. Canham, editor of the
Christian Science .lionitor, will open
events at a 10:45 a.m. General Assembly with an address on "The
Football's two-platoon system has moved to the sidelines this season where Maine cheerPeople's Right to Know."
leaders will alternate in two squads. The group, above. which will work the Oct. 15 Connecticut
Following a campus tour for visitgame includes, left to right, Dominic Poli, Frank Beekman, Mary Belle Tufts, Hilda Livingstone.
ing editors and publishers, and a 12:45
Joyce McGouldrick, Ruth Ellingwood, Lenny Silyer. and Millard Fairley, Jr. Springfield game
luncheon at Estabrooke Hall, where
cheerleaders, below, were Andy Mezoian, Roy Blake, Beverly Spencer, Barbara Stewart, Elaine
President Hauck will welcome the
Lockhart, Jan Bannister, Shirley Johnson, Ralph Cook, and Ray Crockett.
newspapermen, a series of three afterOther cheerleaders are Norma Mooers, Elaine MacNichol, and Chester Kennedy.
noon seminars will be held in the
—Newhall Photo
Louis Oakes room, starting at 2 p.m.
Cross Is on Program
Besides Mr. Canham, Friday's seminar speakers will be:
Harold L. Cross, associate dean of
the Graduate School of Journalism,
Columbia University, and member of
the New York law firm of Brown,
Cross and Hamilton.
John 0. Boyd, editor of the Lowville (N. Y.) Leader and chairman of
National
Editorial
Association's
photographic committee.
As leader of the first seminar, Mr.
Canhan, who has just served a term
as president of the American Society
of Newspaper Editors, will discuss
"The Newspapers and the Future."
Libel Will Be Topic
Mr. Cross, for many years counsel
to the Netc York Herald Tribune,
will lead a discussion of "Current
Libel Problems," scheduled for 3 p.m.
Mr. Boyd's seminar topic, booked
for 4 p.m., will be "Photography for
The Maine Debate Council will dethe Small Newspaper."
"This is Mr. University speaking bate this year on the National CollegiThe Maine Masque Theatre has anSaturday'. Schedule
from University Town. University ate Proposition, according to
nounced that the first play of its 1949an
anAt 10 a.m. Saturday, Lewis Jordan, Town is like any town or community,
assistant foreign editor of the Nett, perhaps yours. It '4 represented by nouncement made at the first meeting 50 season will be "The Masque of
York Times and instructor in the all classes, denominations, and races. of the group. The proposition is, Re- Kings," a tragedy, written in three
Graduate School of Journalism, Co- It's democratic.
solved: That the United States should acts by Maxwell Anderson, one of the
lumbia. will lead a discussion of
"It has its leaders and its followers, nationalize the basic non-agricultural world's foremost playwrights.
"Newspaper Make-Up."
and affords the opportunity for all to industries.
Anderson, author of such mentorThe shop talk, scheduled for 11 a.m.,
become leaders. And tonight...."
ious
plays as "Elizabeth The Queen,"
It was also announced that entries
will be an informal gathering of the
The
now-anonymous
voice
which
for
the
annual
Council's
Intramural
"Winterset," and many others, is conseminar speakers and the visiting ediwill be airing these familiar words Tournament should be turned in to sidered
tors and publishers.
by many to be one of the most
Organizations participating in the again this month over radio station William Whiting. 35 Stevens Hall, gifted writers of our stage, comparable
events of the two days will be the WLBZ will next week become a rec- before Oct. 13. This tournament is
open iJ all non-varsity debaters, and only to Eugene O'Neill.
Maine Press Association, the Maine ognized reality.
Set in the Hofburg Castle. Vienna,
is especially planned to acquaint beDaily Newspaper Publishers Associa- Somebody Will Inherit
ginners
with
debating.
college
around
the year 1889, "The Masque of
tion, the University of Maine Press
As the result of the annual Radio
Candidates for the Varsity Debate Kings" deals with a political conflict
Club, and the Maine Campus.
Guild competition, under which all
Exhibits which may be viewed by male University students are eligible, Team will be picked from among the between the Emperor Franz Joseph
the visitors and students will include: someone will inherit the mike left intramural entrants.
and his son, the Crown Prince RuSamuel Pritchard and William dolph. The play shows the mental
A display of outstanding photo- silent by former Mr. Universities, Lee
(Continued on Page Eight)
Davis and George Gonyar. the latter Whiting, both of the speech depart- processes of Rudolph which led him
ment, will coach this year's varsity to openly rebel against his father,
now an announcer with WLBZ.
raise himself to power, and gradually
Mr. University is a vocal symbol team.
the ultimate steps that lead him to I
representing to student and local listragedy.
teners the personification of the Uni- Forestry Club Shown
Tryouts for the play will be held
versity. His voice, originating here
Films At First Meeting
The Prism editors have announced on campus, opens and closes all of the
this Wednesday and Thursday evethat if a scheduled picture appointment weekly Radio Guild productions.
The Forestry Club held its first nings in the Little Theatre. The next
is not satisfactory, the person conAs this symbol, he was created two meeting of the year recently under the play, which will soon go into rehearsal,
cerned should send back the bottom years ago with a series of programs direction of Ed Stulpin, president. will be Shakespeare's "Much Ado
half of his appointment card with a about University life called "Univer- The more than 60 members present About Nothing."
preferred time indicated.
sity Town."
were shown movies of the campus in
Season tickets for the Masque proIt is requested that the new appointNext Monday, Tuesday, and 1933. last year's forestry camp, shots ductions are still available by contactment be not less than one week later Wednesday, Oct. 10 through Oct. 12, of log driving on the Machias river, ing student salesmen, or may be obthan the original. People will not be tryouts for the role will be held in and scenes of the 1947 forest fires at tained at 330 Stevens through October
notified of their preferred appointment. the studio, 275 Stevens, at 3:30 p.m. Bar Harbor.
14.

Radio Trials Set
For Next Week

Prism States Policy
For New Sittings

Intramural Debate
Entries Due Oct. 13

Masque Selects
Anderson Play

Any veteran missing the equivalent
of a week's classes without proper
authorization will lose his allotment.
Rules requiring the attendance of
G.I. Bill veterans are being similarly
enforced in other institutions throughout the country.
Procedure Tightened
Officials report that there has been
a general tightening of governmental
procedure affecting veteran students
and that all regulations are being enforced to the letter.
Miss Betty Reid of the VA office
on campus said this week that any
veteran planning to attend a different
school next year should contact the
VA immediately in order to obtain a
certificate of eligibility.
New rulings make this process compulsory before the student can be admitted to a different institution. Some
new students who were unaware of
t:ais rule when school opened may have
to 12.y their own fees until the proper
papers are obtained. This process
sometimes takes up to three months.
Bill Before Congress
A bill is now in Congress to make
student prove that he needs a
master's degree in order to get a job
before he will be allowed to do graduate work under the G.I. Bill.
The bill was introduced by the
Veteran's Administration to prevent
the student from doing unnecessary
work after getting a bachelor's degree.
Although no definite word is available on the measure, Miss Reid said
that a positive statement might be
expected in the near future.

No Decision Yet
On Union Building
Questions relating to the future construction of the Student Union Building were discussed by representatives
of the Union Building Fund and the
General Alumni Association, and members of the University Trustees Executive Committee last Saturday at a
University meeting.
Results of the conference have been
sent to Raymond H. Fogler, chairman
of the Union Building Fund Committee. Mr. Fogler will announce the
findings of the groups meeting later in
the month.

Gamma Chapter Of AOP
Wins Scholarship Cup
Gamma Chapter of Alpha Omicron
Pi has received the National Scholarship Cup for leading in scholarship
among the campus sororities for four
consecutive semesters. The award was
made at the sororities national convention in Boston during the past
summer.

••••
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Draft Situation 'Blanche Castonguay Still Patching Students Up
Not Affected
As Head Nurse Of University's Hea!th Clinic
By USSR Bomb
The Russia:: atom bomb need not
cause Maine students any immediate
concern so far as the draft is concerned.
Col. Francis R. Fuller, professor of
Military Science and Tactics, says
that Army inductions under selective
service are unlikely to be revived in
the near future unless a major international crisis should cause Congress
to vote an increase in Army appropriations.
"The news that Russia has the
bomb," he said, "does not appear to
be precipitating such a crisis at the
present time."
Volunteer enlistments have been
numerous enough to fill the Army's
needs under the present budget. As
a result, the draft as such has been
suspended, although registration for
it still continues.

BILL ROBERTSON

One morning while waiting for the
doctor,
Red became bored. He decided
For almost fourteen years, Blanche
Castonguay has treated everything
from small blemishes to appendectomies and she's still going strong.
Miss Castonguay, known affectionately by the students as just Blanche,
is head nurse at the University's
Health Service Clinic.
Blanche, who has watched many
classes come and go with their sniffles
and pains, began her duties in 1936.
The clinic was then where it is now.
During the war, however, it was
shifted to the Beta house for a year.
Last spring the Beta boys marched
into the clinic en masse and pinned
Blanche after appropriately singing
the Beta pinning song.
Red's Medical Career
When asked if she remembered any
outstanding incident during her long
service, Blanche thought for a moment,
and then told the story of a prewar
football star known as Red.
Blanche Castonguay
By

to take charge himself. Donning thy
doctor's white jacket, and putting a
stethoscope around his neck, he
marched into the girl's treatment room.
Fortunately for the girls, Blanche
noticed that the door was closed. She
investigated. There sat Red in the
doctor's swivel chair, legs crossed, one
arm resting on the arm of the chair
and the other professionally stroking
his chin. In the chair before him sat
the patient—a little freshman coed.
Blanche terminated Red's medical
career abruptly.
Many other incidents have enriched
Blanche's years at the Clinic. Not
once, she says, has she ever encountered a student who was not a
perfect gentleman or lady. Red just
carried his enthusiasm for practical
jokes a little too far.
A native of Orono, Blanche trained
at the Mercy Hospital in Portland.
Always cheerful and pleasant, she has
become an institution here at Maine.

, Maine, October 6, 1949

Prism Names
Solicitors;Fall
Drive Begins
The 1951 Prism subscription drive
got under way today and will continue
through next week.
The various Prism solicitors are:
Fraternities—Alpha Gamma Rho,
Earl Estes; Alpha Tau Omega, Fred
Bigney ; Beta Theta Pi, Charles Perkins; Delta Tau Delta, Alan Plaisted;
Kappa Sigma, Bill Rocheleau, Jr.;
Lambda Chi Alpha, Clifford Card;
Phi Eta Kappa, Herbert Nightingale;
Phi Gamma Delta, Reginald Hall;
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Paul Flaig ;
Sigma Chi, Bill Fogler ; Tau Epsilon
Phi, Cecil Berman; Theta Chi, Donald
Smyth; Sigma Nu, Bill McLeod.
New Dorm #3, Oliver Yeaton,
Robert Boothby, Gerald Robbins, and
Henry Dillenbeck.
Dunn Hall, Harvey Heel, Doug
Cooper, Dick Sawyer, and Burton
Pease.
Corbett Hall, Bill Vosburgh, Ed
Sawtelle, Bill Barrows, and Charles
St. Onge.
Oak Hall, Bert Fernald and Niles
Williams.
Hannibal Hamlin Hall, Bryce McEwen.

Colvin Hall, Carol Leavitt, Bernadette Stein, Denny Bryant, and Mary
Hastings.
South Estabrooke Hall, Jo Littlefield, Cindy Pierce, and Peggy Knight.
North Estabrooke Hall, Margie
Desjardins and Winnie Hilton.
Balentine Hall, Terrie O'Reilly, Jo
Mayo, Ethel Stone, Ruth Cartiss, and
I.iza Zaitlin.
Elms, Ann Melhorn.
West Hall, Mary Hastings and
Peggy Knight.
East Hall, Denny Bryant and Liza
Zaitlin.
North Dorms, Winston Carter,
Herbert Brown, Cedric Joyce, Alan
Hatch, and Bill Heine.
Got any complaints or gripes? The
Camims Mail Bag is a good place in
which you can sound off or offer suggestions.
STARRtNG IN"
RED

LIGHT"

A UNITED ARTISTS PEILASE

Mondssa Tirderal Rea•rva Bank

4,41k
Young men and women will
always find this banking institution interested and helpful in their business progress.
Responsibility is reflected by
a checking account, which is
also a factor in establiAling
credit and standing.

The
Merrill
Trust Company
With twelve offices in
Eastern Main•
lid•osber Fitd•r•I Deposit Insurance Corp.

Boyd c3c Noyes, Inc.
Jewelers
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Honorary Frat
Sponsors Dance
Friday Night

THE MArNE CAMPUS

Visiting Musicians
To Give Concerts

During Semester

Maine ROTC Students Attend
Summer Camps On East Coast

New England
Home Ec Clubs
Hold Conclave

Seventy-five students and four per- the Cape. The final week of
the
manent members of the ROTC staff course was devoted
to a field problem'
Sigma Mu Sigma, honorary psyhave returned to their classes after
where a mock aerial attack gave stuThe Home Economics Clubs of
participating in a six-week training
chology fraternity, will hold a stag
dents
the
opportunity
to
show,
New
under
England will hold a workshop at
course at various Army camps along
dance tomorrow night in the Memorial
actual combat conditions, the practical Camp Alomoosook this week end.
the eastern seaboard.
Gym. The Maine Bears will provide
The University of Maine was rep- knowledge and skills they had ac- Representatives and advisors will be
the dance music and several door
resented at time camps, each of which quired.
sent from 18 colleges.
prizes'
,Sill be awarded.
offered training in a different field Participating Groups
The program will begin Friday
The proceeds of the dance, as in the
of military operations to ROTC stuCadets from the University of New night, Oct. 7, with a picnic supper on
dents from many eastern colleges and Hampshire, Fordham
past years, will be apportioned to the
University, the the beach. Saturday morning, there
military institutes. These students University of Pittsburgh,
annual scholarship award of $25, to
Virginia will be a tour of the University of
were organized into special units with- Polytechnic Institute,
The Citadel, Maine campus, followed by a tea at
several campus groups, and the sinkin the camps for the duration of the Hampden Institute, and the
University Home Management house. The guests
ing fund. The fraternity is planning
training program.
of Delaware, as well as the Maine will then go to the women's dormitoto establish a permanent annual schol40 Hour Week
students, participated in the exercises. ries. where they will hold informal
arship award of $25 this year.
From June 18, when the course
The six weeks weren't entirely de- discussions.
Officers of Sigma Mu Sigma are:
started, to July 31, its closing date, void of recreation for the Camp EdMiss Frances Eurban, secretary of
Robert C. Webster, President; Kaththe cadets were on a 40-hour-a-week wards cadets.
the
college club department of Amerileen M. Heald, Secretary; and Juan
schedule of intensive training, which
can
Home Economics Association,
H. Bither, Treasurer.
included both instruction and practiwill be the guest speaker at the banDeMola
y
Holds
Supper
cal exercises.
quet in Estabrooke Hall at 6
The program at Camp Edwards,
All DeMolay members on campus
Members of the Home Economics
the Coast Artillery camp on Cape are invited to attend the initiation
Club at the University. who are helpCod, Massachusetts, can be taken as supper of the first class of the new
ing prepare for the Workshop, are:
typical. Here, cadets spent the first Bangor Chapter of DeMolay, at the
Dorothea Butler, workshop chairman;
New officers of the Graduate Stutwo weeks in drill, map-reading ex- Masonic Temple, Main St., Bangor,
Jeanne Frye, registration; Margaret
dent Club were elected at the club's
ercises, and physical training, which at 6:30 p.m., Wednesday, Oct. 12.
Batson, general arrangements: Thelfirst meeting of the year, held at the
culminated
in a physical qualification
All those planning to attend are ma Lord, transportation; Virginia
Pine
Needle
Lays
Plans
home of Dean Edward N. Brush.
test. Firing practice on 90 mm guns requested to leave their names with
Healy, campus tour; Nancy Knowles,
New officers include Neil Bishop,
Plans for the first issue of the Pine and 40 mm guns and machine guns Robert Hall, Room 15, North
Dorm dormitories; and Martha Fogler,
president, and Fanny Campbell, sec- Needle were formulated at the first followed at Wellfleet, farther out on #16.
banquet.
retary-treasurer.
meeting of the staff last week.
At the next monthly meeting of the
It is hoped that the magazine will
organization the Chinese graduate stu- make its appearance about Homedents will present a program.
coming time.

Grad Club Elects
Bishop President

The Music Department has announced a series of 4 musical events
for the fall term.
The first performance will be a program of organ music by Edward
Prescott, on Oct. 16 in the Carnvie
Hall foyer.
On Nov. 18, Mary Hayes Hayford
and Edward Prescott will join forces
in a recital of two piano music.
Christmas Vespers, with the University Chorus and Orchestra and the
Brass Ensemble, will be held, as in the
past, on Dec. 11 in the Memorial
Gymnasium.
The last musical event of the term
will be a concert on Jan. 22 in Carnegie Hall, commemorating the bicentennial of the death of Johann Sebastian Bach. A group of student soloists
and a string ensemble will participate
in a program of the composer's works.
These concerts are all to be held
on Sunday afternoons at 4 o'clock.
There is no admission charge, and
the public is cordially invited.

1OHNollUtei
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'S
Been out
Robbing Rainbows
FOR YOU!

7.95
For Men and Women

Yes—now you can choose

All Popular

from 25 different colors in our
new line of solid color shirts—

Color Combinations for

light, medium,and deep tones.
Widespread

Button-Down

You can also choose from

SCHOOLS

many, many smart Arrow collar styles in broadcloth or
oxford.

CLUBS

long Points

Medium Points

See your Arrow dealer today
for "Arotints" and "Aratones."

FRATERNITIES, etc.

$3.65.$3.95.$5.00
Regular

Low Slope

SPECIAL EMBLEMS MADE TO ORDER
SANFORIZED • MITOGA • ANCHORED BUTTONS

ARROW SHIRTS
7I
TIES • UNDERWEAR • HANDKERCHIEFS • SPORTS SHIRTS
.%%%%Wie•••%%%WOO siememeANW

JOHN PAUL CO.
55 Pickering Square

BANGOR
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Drop Finals

Maine.

More Room For Prism
Each year the cost of publishing the Prism runs in excess of
$20,000. To anyone who wishes to ponder a moment on this sum
it is overly apparent that an undertaking of this kind is one of
tremendous proportions.
At best, the publication of the yearbook is an uphill fight for
whoever may be the editor. The very size of the project demands
tremendous amounts of time on the parts of all those who are connected with it.
The size also demands that adequate working space be provided in which the editorial copy required to fill the 450-odd pages
may be properly handled. These two requisites, plenty of time, and
plenty of space in which to work, are the most important factors in
the production.
The amount of time which each participating student spends
working on the project is, of course, an individual problem, and
must be worked out as such.
But the problem of an adequate place in which to work is not
an individual problem, and should be worked out between the student editor and the administration.
For years, Prism staffs have been working in an office in the
MCA building which is no larger than a medium-sized broom closet.
There is no room for more than two people to do anything constructive in this room at the same time.
It naturally follows that most of the work in the past has been
done in dormitory rooms, in the library, and in other places that
were available. This is not a healthy condition.
One may safely assume that any professional publication, the
cost of which exceeds $20,000. would scoff at the prospect of having
to work out of a pint-sized office such as the Prism occupies.
More space is badly needed, and it is understood that at present, an effort is being made to acquire adequate facilities.
It is hoped that such accommodations will soon be found, for
this is the least that can be done for any student editor who carries
the tremendous weight of a $20,000 enterprise on his shoulders.
—LARRY PINKHAM
• • •

Rule Infractions
Notations have been made this past week of two rule infractions on campus that might be called unethical if nothing else.
First. the Interfraternity Council's ruling on upperclass rushing
states that pledging shall take place only between Oct. 3-13, inclusive. It has been reported that some pledging took place before
that date. This is an obvious infraction of the rule set by the fraternities themselves.
Second, freshman rules state that frosh shall not attend organized fraternity parties on week ends. An open invitation to attend
a party last week end was extended by at least one fraternity. This
constitutes another rule infraction.
Of course it may be argued that the invitation itself was not
in opposition to the rule, since the freshman must actually attend
before an infraction may result. But at the same time it may be
argued that an invitation uhich cannot be complied with because
such compliance is against a University rule is somewhat nonsensical.
Sociability and friendliness toward freshmen is a fine thing.
Rule jumping is something else.
These two instances may very well be examples of innocent
exuberance, but hereafter careful discretion should be exercised in
relation to rules that have been agreed upon.
• • •
Congratulations this week go to the 90-piece University Band.
After one short practice session, the half-time marching at the
Springfield game was exemplary for its precision and timing.
Larry PInkham
EDITOR-1N-CHIEF
John Stimpson
BUSINESS MANAGER
ASSOCIATE EDITORS—Woody Bigelow, Don King, Marilyn Wyman, Bob
Snowman.
DEPARTMENTAL EDITORS—John Murphy (Sports); Marilyn Hoyt
(Society).
COPY EDITORS AND REPORTERS—Jim Wheeler, Dick St. James, Bob
Slogger, Steve Riley, John Connors, Thelma Arsenault, James Barrows, Robert
Dadigian, Marilyn Drake, Harold Folsom, Robert Lord, Wi.liam Loubier,
John MacDonald, David Macken, Roland Mann. Barnaby McAtislan, Alvan
Mersky, Bill Robertson, Dick Sprague, Ben Tucker, Jr., Bob Winship.
Harry Halley
ADVERTISING MANAGER
Tucker,
Jr.
Manager) ;
(Assistant
Business
BUSINESS ASSOCIATES—Ben
Virginia Stickney (Circulation Manager); Nancy Knowles (Subscription
Manager): Dorrine McMahon, Bob Cormier (Assistant Advertising Managers); Geral Robbins (Assistant Circulation Manager); Caroline Beckler
(Business Secretary).
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According To St. James
BY DICK

Sr.

Once again the General Senate has
been elected and this year it faces
the tough task of legislating for the
largest Orono campus enrollment in
the history of the school. The task
is tough because the Senate, like any
other governing body, cannot please
everyone.
The Senate will be criticized at
times during the year and some of the
criticism will probably be warranted.
But the question is not one of what
the criticism is but where it comes
from. We all know the answer to that
question. The loudest criticism always
seems to come from the students who
don't bother to vote.
The right to criticize comes with a
person's active participation in school
politics. Our basic mode of participation is to vote in all elections. Only
then can we claim the right to criticize, either constructively or destructively.
I know that this matter of "Get out
and vote" is old and has been used
time after time right here in this
paper. Everyone is probably pretty
sick of it. But it is plain logic and the
foundation of good government.
So the next time the General Senate
or one of the other student governing
organizations does something you don't
approve of, think it over before shoot-

JAMES

ing off your mouth. If you voted at
the elections, you have the right to
go and talk to your Senator and find
out how he voted on the case in
question. Then you can talk things
over with him. Maybe you'll find out
that you voted for the wrong person
and decide to do better the next time.
That's O.K.
But if you didn't vote, you haven't
the right to go running to your Senator nor the right to say anything.
You'll just have to blame yourself for
not voting and try to become reconciled to a year of silence.
The right to vote here at Maine belongs to every student and there are
plenty of chances to exercise it during
the year. Senate elections, the least
heralded but most important, have
passed and the number of votes cast
was quite satisfactory as far as I
know. But the only completely satisfactory vote would be a 100% turnout,
something which we will probably
never reach but can always aim at.
Between now and June there will be
elections for class officers, mayor,
carnival queen, athletic board members
and other offices. The elections will
be well organized and there will be
ample chance for everyone to cast
their ballots. So get out and vote.
Then you can claim the right to sound
off.

THREE GUESSES
BY SID FOLSOM
I. Unless I miss my guess, this is
going to be a big year at Maine. Already we've noticed the great school
spirit everyone's sporting. The rallies
are better attended, the gang around
the bookstore isn't griping quite so
loudly as last year, and everyone's
glad to see everyone else.
From the minute we hit campus,
the rieit idea has seemed to be to
pitch in and help make this a terrific
college year. We've needed a big
year for a long time; a busy, exciting
year, with lots of spirit and parties,
and lots to talk about in years to come.
When our elders start talking about
the "gay old days back at Siwash U.
in '22," we can look right back at
them and spiel about the fun, the
work, and the hell-raising we took
in our stride back at Maine in '49.
2. But has it occurred to anyone
to wonder where all this spirit is
coming from? What about it? Why
didn't we have it before? Is it here to
stay?
My guess is this: the answer to
the mystery lies in all those pretty,
little blue caps we've seen wandering

around, resting lightly atop the heads
of our Freshman Class. Our campus
has a good-sized Freshman Class for
the first time in three years, and the
change this year is for the better.
Besides keeping the Owls and Eagles
happy, the frosh add atmosphere.
Their appearance at rallies and parades and their general presence is
good for everyone. Thank you, Freshmen, for coming to Maine!
3. And now just one little pet
peeve, if you don't mind. We all
know of any number of talented kids
running around the campus who aren't
making their talents known. Why
not? It doesn't take much time to
drop over to the Masque, the Glee
Club, the Band, or even our own little
Campus office, and get in on the fun.
Maine is growing in activities, and
we need lots of suppoct to keep them
going. It's not only a chance to help
some of the clubs, but it's a good way
to help the University, and, incidentally, also help yourself. A little outside
fun is relaxing, interesting, and an
excellent means of meeting people.
Come on out!

To the Editor: This article from
the New York Times attracted my
attention and I believe the entire student body would be interested in it:
West Lafayette, Ind., Aug. 27—
The days of a gallon of black
coffee and a benzetiriiit• pill as
aids to midnight cramming before final examinations are gone
forever, at least at Purdue University, according to Dr. Frank
C. Hockema, vice president and
executive dean.
The wartime speedup of instruction caused abandonment of the
two-week end-of-semester "finals,"
and Purdue is not going to return to them. Instead, says Dr.
Hockema, end-of-semester tests
are only one of several bases for
grading. Tests are given throughout the semester as the instructor sees fit. Dr. Hockema believes
that a well-written examination
should permit the bringing of
textbooks or cribs to class, if the
student wishes. "The student
who would spend the examination
period looking up the answers
instead of buckling down to writing would suit pass anyway," he
believes.
How about putting it in the Campus? Maybe Maine will follow Purdue
and abandon the drudgery and misery
of finals.
BERNARD BERKOWITZ
*

*

*

Editor's Note—As reported in the
Sept. 22 edition of The Maine Campus,
the subject of final examinations at
Maine has been reviewed by a joint
student-faculty committee. The report
of this committee, recommending that
"in general, final examinations be retained," has been presented to the University's Committee on Administration and is now being considered by
the various faculties of the University.
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Open Letter
To the Editor: An Open Letter,
Let's stop the practice of reserving
whole sections of choice seats at future
athletic events.
How many of you who went to the
football game last Saturday were
denied vacant seats because someone
told you they were reserved? By
what authority do these people reserve
sections? To our knowledge, the only
groups granted this privilege are the
band, the mayor's party, and the freshmen.
Seats should be delegated on a firstcome, first-served basis. Why should
certain groups post vanguards, stake
out a claim to rows of choice seats,
and hold them past game starting time
for later arrivals? Meanwhile, innumerable students trek to these sections only to be refused scats. It seems
if certain groups wish to sit as a body,
they could at least arrive early enough
(as a group) to secure adequate seats.
NVe all paid the same athletic fee;
let's demand equal rights. Why
shouldn't we be allowed our choice of
available vacant seats?
Maine Sport Fan

Lost And Found
Lost at the Springfield game, a blue
and white checkered blanket. Finder
please return to R. W. Gascoigne, 301
Dunn Hall.
Lost in the vicinity of Field House
and parking lot on Thursday afternoon, Sept. 29, a gold, Girard-Perregaux men's wristwatch with a brown
leather strap. If found please return
in Gerald Beach, Building 7, Room 10,
North Dorms. Reward.
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University Calendar

Leadership Conference following
THURDSAY,OCT. 6
luncheon, Estabrooke Hall.
7 p.m.—American Society of AgriThe losing of a football game, the'entertained by pianist Bob Verrall.
Tom Collins, president of the Inter: 1
Regional Home Economics Workcultural Engineers, 1 Ag. Eng.
first cold touch of autumn weather, I guess, Thetas, you won't need me fraternity Council. has announced that
shop, Camp Alamoosook, East
Bldg.
and a few other distracting factors did to announce your parties any more.
Orland,
the Council will immediately set up 7 p.m.—Scabbard and Blade, 15
nothing to hamper the gay party spirit
Football—New Hampshire at
Coburn Hall.
Betas held a dance directly after provisions to prevent the injustices in
that reared its jovial head again last
Durham.
the game Saturday. Although it was the fraternity pledging situation which 7 p.m.—Tumbling Club, Women's
week end.
Cross Country—New Brunswick
called a "tea dance" coffee and sandGym.
Over two hundred people attended wiches were served. Ray Downs and occurred last week.
at Orono.
The Council was informed that 7:15 p.m.—Masque Tryouts, Little SUNDAY, OCT. 9
Sigma Nu's first informal vic dance his orchestra played. Chaperons were
Theatre.
of the fall semes- Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Grady, and Dr. many of the campus fraternities had
8, 9, 10, 11 a.m.—Our Lady of
7:30
p.m.—Canterbury Club, MCA
t e r, Saturday. and Mrs. Beamesderfer. Should I signed up their pledges before the
Wisdom Chapel.
Building.
The newly con- quote the freshman girl who said, "I stipulated pledging period of October
11
a.m.—MCA Non-sectarian serstructed game had a simply marvelous time"?
3-13 inclusive. This is a direct viola- 7:30 p.m.—Foreign Affairs and
vice,
Little Theatre.
Politics Club, North Estabrooke
room in the cellar
tion of the Interfraternity Council
Informal vic dances were held at
7
p.m.—Our
Lady of Wisdom
took ample care
ruling, which states that no pledge FRIDAY, OCT. 7
Kappa Sig, week end before last, to
Chapel.
'
Re7:15
of the crowd.
p.m.—Bridge Club, MCA
cards shall be given out before the
officially open the weekly parties at
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 12
freshments of ciBuilding.
pledging period expires.
the house. Brothers and their guests
3:45 p.m.—Home Economics Asder and sand8 p.m.—Sigma Mu Sigma Stag
enjoyed the dancing and fun. Refreshsembly, Louis Oakes Room.
wiches were
Dance, Memorial Gym.
ments were served.
Joe Reilly, Kappa Sig; JoAnne 8 p.m.—Co-Recreation night,
served during the
5:30 p.m.—Meeting of Off-CamThe Canterbury Club held a recep- Chase to John Lombard, Sigma Nu;
evening.
Women's Gym.
pus Women, MCA Lounge UpMARILYN
Tau Epsilon tion for the new students at the home Betty Johnson , Charlie Goddard, SATURDAY, OCT. 8
stairs.
Phi had its first of Father Gary. Hostesses were Eden Phi Eta; Evelyn Perkins to Emilien 1 p.m.—Women's Leadership Con- 7 p.m.—Senior Women Placement,
party in its new house last Saturday. Fort, Shirley Johnson, Anne 3,1cKiel, L'Heureux, Sigma Phi Epsilon; Dotference Luncheon, Balentine Hall.
North Estabrooke, Room B.
Chaperons were Mr. and Mrs. Gro- and Marilyn Wyman. Punch and tie Lord to Al Hopkins, Phi Mu;
Lillian Sargent to Neil Soule, Signooski. Congratulations on your new cookies were served.
house, TEPS, I hear it's a beautiful
The names of those pinned, engaged, ma Nu.
Just Arrived ... A New Shipment of
building.
and married are still coming in. Those
Engaged: Jean Booth to Art Fernald; Jean Polleys to Merle FenlaLambda Chi also held an informal in this week's mailbox were:
WONDERIZED YARN ...
Pinned: Flora Additon to Dave son ; Andrey Hewett to Herb Grifvic dance last Saturday. The guests
Anti-Shrink Permanent Fit
ate, danced, and sang, the sum total Ramsay, Phi Kap; Mary Moore to fin.
which added up to a very pleasant
also
evening.
When in Bangor, visit the
Sigma Chi, all dressed up in beauARGYLE SOCK & TIE KITS
tiful leaves, thanks to Bill Fogler, was
WOOL SOAKER KITS
another Frat that had a vic dance Satfor finest in service, food, and atmosphere
urday night. Refreshments were served
Bangor
66 Main St.
BOOTIE & MITTEN SETS
and a nice time was had by all. By
•
the way, thank you for the apple.
At ATO Saturday night, couples
danced to the music of the Nfaine
19 Mill St.
Bears Trio, listened to Joe Soychak
Orono
strumming on his "singing guitar,"
Ask for and receive Merchants Trading Stamp.
ate doughnuts, drank cider, and had a
But
courtesy.
known
for
its
been
always
VIRGIE'S
has
Gentlemen,
very good time.
now we'd like to give you some back-talk, for your own good. Yes.
Theta Chi's informal vic dance,
••••••••••••••••••••"•,,,,,
sir, we'd like you to try a Mount Rock Topcoat or Overcoat on your
•••••••••4`,41.4,MNINININININ
which about 60 couples attended last
back ... and feel what a difference fit can make. One thing about
IVOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS
Mount Rock Coats—Priced from fifty to eighty dollars—they fit!
Saturday night was a big success. The
That's because the measurements of Mount Rock Coats have been
walls were gaily decorated with colchanged in about ten different places to fit human beings—not store
ored leaves and boughs. Guests were
...comfortable body—
dummies. Balanced shoulders ...snug collar.
everthing you want is in a Mount Rock coat. Step into VIRGIE'S
•
today for your Mount Rock Topcoat or Overcoat.
BY MARILYN HOYT

New Atlantic Restaurant

grce H. C•• K. Store

VIRGIE'S UNIVERSITY SHOP

IEUT EWA THEITRES, loc.

CLOTHING

LUCKEY LANDING

FURNISHINGS

••••4••••••••.MMIMIN16......

HATS AND SHOES

OPERA HOUSE

E. J. Virige

BANGOR

on Pushaw Lake

Brand new maple floor!!
to the
were

Collins In Warning
Tc Fraternities
About Pledging

university Society

Rollerskating

Letter,
serving
. future
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10 miles from Orono
8 miles from Bangor

Orono

Mill St.
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Official
U. OF M. CLASS RINGS
Orders Taken At

Carnegie Lounge
Tuesday and Thursday Afternoons
2 P.M. to 4 P.M.
$5.00 Deposit with all Orders
Your Official Campus Agents

Ed Baylis
Mick Mikalonis
(Delta Tau Delta)
Tel. 457

Oct. 6, 7, 8
"THE DOOLINS OF
OKLAHOMA"
Randolph Scott, Louise
Allbritton
Oct. 9, 10, 11, 12
"UNDER CAPRICON"
Ingrid Bergman. Joseph Cottu::

BIJOU
BANGOR
Oct. 6, 7
"I WAS A MALE WAR
BRIDE"
Cary Grant, Ann Sheridan
Oct. 8,9, 10, 11
"THE MIDNIGHT KISS"
Kathryn Grayson. Jose Iturhi,
Ethel Barrymore, Keenan Wynn

PARK
BANGOR
Oct. 5, 6
"IT HAPPENS EVERY
SPRING"
Ray Milland. Jean Peters
"TRAPPED"
George Raft, Marie Windsor
Oct. 7, 8
"SONG OF INDIA"
Salm, Gail Russell
Oct. 9, 10, 11
"BANK DICK"
W. C. Fields. Una Merkel
"NEVER GIVE A SUCKER
AN EVEN BREAK"
W. C. Fields, Gloria Dean,
Leon Errol

,
41 •••••••••••

...PO•41",

••-•

Jf1D

5

ORONO

Wed. & Thurs., Oct. 5-6
"CALAMITY JANE AND
SAM BASS" (Technicolor)
Yvonne De Carlo, Howard Duff
6:30-9:20
"SONG OF INDIA"
7:55
Sabu, Gail Russell

Fri. & Sat., Oct. 7-8
"SLATIERY'S
HURRICANE"
Lynda Darnell, Richard
Widmark
Sat. Matinee 2:30 ; 6:30-8:34
Sun. & Mon., Oct. 9-10
"TOP 0' THE MORNING"
Bing Crosby, Ann Blythe
Also Sports
Sun. Matinee 3:00; 6:30-8:30
Tuesday, Oct. 11
"A WOMAN'S SECRET"
Maureen O'Hara—Melvyn
Douglas
6:30-8:26
Wed. & Thurs., Oct. 12-13
"FORCE OF EVIL"
:42
John Garfield, Beatrice Pearson
"COUNTERPUNCH"
6:30-9:18
Joe Kirkwood. Leon Errol
Fri. & Sat., Oct. 14-15
"WHITE HEAT"
James Cagney, Virginia Mayo
Also cartoons
Sat. Matinee 2:30 ; 6:30-8:24

Bijou and Opera House operate continuously from 1:30 to 11 o'clock.
Matinee Prices: 35e to 5 o'clock
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Sunday Services Require Great
Deal Of Student Preparation
Those who attended last Sunday's
Ministers, rabbis, and other lecturers
services in the Little Theatre may must be contacted much in advance of
have wondered just how those ser- their appearances on the campus.
vices catne about.
On Sunday morning a crew asAn MCA committee comprised of sembles to assure a smoothly running
Beverly Johnson, Jeanette Cates, and service. The ushers get ready to meet
John Bodey, with the advice of other church-goers at the door. The members of the choir get up early enough
members of the MCA staff, has been
every Sunday morning to practice behard at work for many weeks before fore the actual service. A host, or
any Sunday non-denominational ser- hostess, is present to see that the
vice is held on campus.
speaker's visit is a pleasant one.

14 OCUMMO's
Elected To Senate
At Initial Meeting
Fourteen

to the General Senate were elected at the first
meeting of the Off Campus University
of Maine Men's Organization.
Those elected were John Royal, Ray
Cox, Ernie Moore, Dick Gumprecht,
Dave McClure, Bud Coyne, Mat
Esteys, Dick Cushing, Hal Nichols,
Harry Hulley, Jim Short, Gerry
French, Walter Grant, and Walter
John.
reprusentatiVes

Varsity Singers, Maine Artist's
Chorus Chosen Works Shown
After Tryouts
At Art Gallery
The outcome of the recent tryouts
for the University Chorus and the
Nrarsity Singers was announced this
week by Lewis H. Niven, head of the
Music Department.

Thirty-five drawings and watercolors by Waldo Peirce, famous Maine
artist, will be exhibited in the Art
Gallery, Carnegie Hall, throughout
the month of October.
First Sopranos: Susan L. Chase,
Peirce's oil paintings were shown
Lynne E. Hatch, Helen-Marie John- in the gallery last year, and according
son, Gloria E. Plissey, Marjorie W. to Professor Vincent A. Hartgen,
Trask, Lois Van Den Kerckhoven, enthusiasm for Peirce's work was so
Phyllis A. Webster.
great, he arranged another show of
The next group meeting will be in
Second Sopranos: Sharon L. Clark, this artist's pictures for this year.
Carnegie Lounge on Thursday,
Marilyn E. Johnson, Ruth E. Mitchell,
The Maine artist is generally recogSara N. Pray, Patricia Richards, nized throughout the country and in
Shirley I. Stillings.
Europe as an oil painter his waterFirst Altos: Beverly J. Andrews, colors are rarely shown in public exJane F. Ingraham, Nancy J. Kelley, hibitions. The exhibit contains lively,
LUCKEY LANDING
Constance J. Lawley, Mary-Ellen active drawings which are the background for many of the oil paintings
Every Sat. Night
Michaud. Jane E. Mitchell.
which have won for Mr. Peirce prizes
Second
Altos:
Lenore
M.
Dinsmore,
George Robbins & Revelers I
and fame in innumerable national and
Margaret Kelley.
10 miles from Orono
First Tenors: John B. Chapter, international exhibitions, according to
8 miles from Bangor
Charles K. Fassett, David Haskell, Professor Hartgen.
Charles Hastings. Donald K. Lord,
He is known throughout the art
Edward 0. Maher, Richard NV. Pit- world as a painter of children, home
•
•
man, Oliver W. Robertson.
scenes, rural and coastal scenes. His
K. E. TWITCHELL
Second Tenors: Richard Ayotte, works have done much to spread inSERVICE
George NV. Betterley, David A. Col- formation about the life of the everyPhotostatic Work of All
lins, Edward Lawson, William S. day individual in Maine.
Kinds
24 hour service
Ruby.
Mr. Peirce now resides in Searsport,
97 HAMMuND ST., BANGOR
First Bass: Jean C. Boucher, Rich- where Professor Hartgen, during the
Tel. 5345
ard W. Dennison, Donald A. Feeley, summer months, selected the works
Jerry J. Griffin, Bing F. Murray, for this exhibition.
Richard L. Newdick, Paul L. O'Neil,
The exhibition will be open weekPaul Roberge, Sumner K. Wiley,
days from 9 to 5, Sundays from 3 to
Roman A. White.
S. The gallery is closed on Saturdays.
Second Bass: John NV. Bodey, Gene
Drolet, Richard Hess, David NV.
Powers, Kirk Palmer, Richard H. Call For Soph Editors
Wheeler.
Issued By Prism Staff
The Varsity Singers, a studentThe Sophomore class is seeking asoperated extracurricular group of men
singers, has fourteen new members sociates for the 1952 Prism editorial
this fall. They are Richard W. Ayotte, staff. Only Sophomores who were at
John N. Beeckel, Gene Drolet, Charles the Orono campus last year are sought.
K. Fassett, Charles Hastings, Edward Last year's Brunswick students have
Lawson, Donald K. Lord, Bing F. already selected their associates.
Murray, Richard NV. Pitman, David
Anyone interested should apply by
NV. Powers, Allan R. Preble, John letter to the Sophomore Class, Box
H. Thomas, Colby G. Walker, and 52, Alumni Hall, stating qualifications
Richard H. Wheeler.
and experience.

IIILLSO.
NACIIIEYEMENT AWARD

DANCE

T

TINY FLETCHER
Sigma Phi Epsilon
In recognition of his making the Friday night
rally an outstanding success

The recipient of this award is entitled to
$2.00 PERSON AL CLE 4NING SERVICE
ABSOLUTELY FREE

HILLSON CLEANERS
18 Mill Street
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Bear Facts
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Bears Tackle New Hampshire At Durham

JOHN MURPHY

Gridmen Seek
Comeback Win,
2nd YC Victory

One game does not a season make.
Remember that, ye of little faith.
Coach Dave Nelson's Bears lost to
a good ball club last Saturday. In
fact, Springfield had what was probably one of the best teams evei seen
on Alumni Field.
So shat is the result?
Already, the loyal Maine fans
are moaning and criticizing. They
should have done this, they
should have done that, etc.
The grandstand quarterbacks have
formed their battlelines and have commenced firing. The schools of thought
are many but perhaps the most disgusting to me are the two following:
1. The Maine team quit. The
Maine players haven't got any
guts.

Still licking their wounds suffered in the Springfield game, the
Black Bears will meet a very
tough Yankee Conference contender Saturday when they tangle with the New Hampshire
Wildcats at Durham.

Coach Dave Nelson has had the
Pale Blue squad out every night in
preparation for the tilt. He even held
an hour scrimmage on Monday, and he
followed it with plenty of contact
work and scrimmage on Tuesday and
Wednesday. Today, he will taper off.
This seems pretty stupid especially
Wildcats Will Be Tough
in view of the second half play when
Drilling both on last week's misMaine came back to gain most of its
takes and on New Hampshire plays,
Bob D'Agostino, speedy 147-pound Springfield halfback, runs around his own left end to score
yardage and threaten the Springfield
Nelson offered no comments on the
fifth
his
touchdown of the afternoon as the Gymnasts downed Maine, 35 to 0. Leading the intergoal line.
ference for D'Agostino is quarterback Ed Mason. Maine players shown are tackle Stan Trask, outcome except that he believes the
How an individual or group of inWildcats are as tough as Springfield,
left, and end Bob Whytock. Springfield fullback George Alaier, No. 12, is in the background
dividuals can sit in the stands and
and the Bears will have to improve a
behind Trask.
—Newhall Photo
decide that a player is quitting or is
lot if they want to hold their own.
lacking in guts evades me. From the
Nelson did offer praise on the play
stands, the game doesn't look very
of Hal Marden in Saturday's game.
hard but not many of the crepe hangHe believes that Marden showed a lot
A fast, powerful Springfield Colers care to try it.
of competitive spirit and ability.
lege eleven, paced by halfback Bob
Remember, all you talk-a-good-game
Reports say that the Durham WildD'Agostino, rolled to a 35 to 0 vicstars, that there is an open invitation
cats are one of the stronger teams in
tory over the University of Maine
for more football players.
the Yankee Conference again this year.
here last Saturday on Alumni Field.
2. It's the coach's fault. He's
Although they are under a new head
D'Agostino Scores Five
not all he's been cracked up to
coach, Chief Boston who replaced Biff
be.
D'Agostino, a 147-pound speedster,
With a three or four way battle
With several former Annex runners Glassford who went to Nebraska, they
This is, of course, a familiar refrain taking place for each position,
have plenty of experience on the squad.
raced
to
five
touchdown
s
in
first
the
Frosh
out, competition is keen for the first
at Maine and other colleges and is also
Mather h New Star
half of the game. In addition, he percoach Sam Sezak hasn't yet decided
a good old stand-by upon which to
Carmen Ragonese, the terrific speed
sonally outgained the entire Maine seven places on this year's varsity
on a starting lineup for his squad's
fall back. A coach is a hero if he wins
team, picking up 154 yards to 70 for cross country team which opens merchant who drove Maine crazy last
curtain-raiser with Hebron a week
but a hum if he loses.
fall when the Wildcats beat the Bears
the Bears. After his first half spree, against Bates here tomorrow.
from Saturday.
In fact, one staunch undergrad was
D'Agostino sat on the bench.
According to veteran coach Chester 27-6, is no longer in school, but the
A possible, but far from definite,
even yelling for Eck Allen.
Keith King, the Springfield kicking Jenkins, the squad looked good last Granite Staters' offense has not fallen
starting
lineup for the opener includes
Let's look at the facts and weigh the
specialist, made good on all five of his Saturday in time trials as Dick Dow. behind due to the excellent passing of
evidence before trying to place the Art Anicieti and Ray Mason at the point after touchdown
placement tries. a sophomore, led the pack home. quarterback Bruce Mather, who reblame on any individual or individuals. ends; Dennis Hawkes and Glenn FolThe
Bates did not meet Maine last year portedly handles his team beautifully
Nelson-coached
Bears, held
Springfield has virtually the som, tackles; Steve Emmons and virtually helpless in
the opening half in cross country but Red Horne of from the T formation.
same team that lost only to To- Harry Simpson, guards: Don La- with a net gain of
According to Nelson, the only Maine
minus two yards, Bates won the state title. Horne is
ledo last season. Many of the Chance or Leo Parent at center and a came back in
regulars
who have not been able to parnot
back for 1949 but Bob Buker,
the second half to roll
players have had three years of backfield of Ken Sp.-sks at quarter. up seven first
take
of
all
the practice work this week
whose
father
was
downs
once
the
and threaten
best twovarsity experience. That means Howard Doucette and Charlie Foote twice.
are end Alan Wing and halfback Regmiler
in
the
country.
may
take
over
a lot especially when you consid- in the halfback spots and Loring
gie Lord.
Springfield. using only a few funda- Home's spot.
er the number of men on the Franklin, fullback.
Wing is suffering from a prolonged
mental plays, never did much in the
Tough competition is coming up for
Other squad members are Dick
Maine team that are playing
second half but rested on the 35 point the Bears the last two week ends in cold, but is expected to be ready for
Breen and Jim Wilson, ends; Bob
their first year of varsity ball.
action by Saturday.
bulge.
October when they meet New HampAlso take a look at the weights. Everheart, Don Burchard, Ray Cox, Fumbles Hurt Bears
Lord received an injured knee in
shire and Springfield. both of which
Springfield's defensive line averaged and Earle and Don Stevens, tackles;
the
Springfield game, and it is not
Fumbles hurt the Maine team con- defeated coach Jenkins' team last year.
exactly eight ounces over 200 pounds. Norris Bussell, Alan Noble, Charlie siderably, the first
known whether or not he will play
Springfield touchNov. 3 the team will run in the New
Again, if you noticed it, on almost Stilletti and Bob Ehrlish, guards, and down coming after
a fumble recovery Englands where they placed third last against New Hampshire.
Ellis
Bean,
Ray
Atherton,
Joe Alex,
every play a Springfield tackler was
deep in Bear territory. In all, Maine year. The IC4A meet at Van Cortgrabbing for the ball. It's no small Fred Wallace, Doug Kneeland, and fumbled five
times, recovering only land Park in New York is scheduled
Brad Maxwell.
wonder that Nraine fumbled.
once.
for Dec. 14.
Of course there are still plenty of
wrinkles to be ironed out of the Bears
hut let's give them half a chance.
Just to get off the subject of
The fall tennis tournament.liicli is
The schedule of field hockey games
football for a moment, one of
open to all students of the University,
Bill Kenyon's former hurlers has and practices for the week of Oct. 10
will begin Saturday morning.
signed a Boston Red Sox con- has been announced by the Women's
'
Coach G. William Small announced
Athletic Association.
tract.
BY BUR SLOSSER
pressive a record until last year, when
that all candidates for the varsity and
Red Norwood earned himself
Monday the Freshmen meet the
"I think the attitude of the fellows they won their conference champion- freshman
tennis teams should enter
$3.000 M
fay night by putting Seniors, Wednesday the Sophomores
is wonderful." said backfield coach ship.
the tournament by contacting the coach
hig name on the dotted line for play the Juniors, and Friday the Frosh
Harold S. (Hal) Westerman when
He has been named as assistant or Faculty Manager
of Athletics, Ted
Sox scout Neil Mahoney.
oppose the Juniors. Practices are asked what
he thinks of this year's basketball coach here under new coach Curtis.
Red, a varsity hurler for Maine as scheduled for Tuesday, Thursday, and
Pale Blue grid squad.
Rome Rankin. He will also handle
Trophies will be awarded to the
a freshman in 1947, will go south next Sautrday. All games start at 3:45
He also went on to say that he the freshman team.
winner
and the runner-up.
spring with the Boston club and is set
thinks the Black Bears will improve
Westerman was graduated in 1942
Coach Small also announced that
to work with Scranton in the Class A
as the season progresses.
from the University of Michigan, only three veterans
from last year's
Eastern League.
"The new system and philosophy of where he was outstanding as a guard in varsity tennis
iPhi
Mu
Delta
Wins
team are back—Bob
Last summer, Norwood performed
football that they are under now makes basketball in 1939, 1940, and 1941. He Thoits. Frank
Potenzo, and Ben Blanfor the semi-pro Augusta Millionaires
Phi Mu Delta rolled to a 36 to 6 it difficult for them,
but I believe that played football there only as a fresh- chard. However, the
vacancies are exwho had some form of working agree- victory over Sigma Phi Epsilon to once they catch on
to it. they will be man.
pected to be capably filled by members
ment with the Red Sox. He pitched, highlight the opening games in the a good club."
said the 31-year-old Ann
On the domestic side, the single- of last year's strong
jayvee squad and
played in the outfield and even worked fraternity division of the intramural Arbor, Michigan, native.
wing expert is a married man living in by men coming up
from
Brunswick.
touch football league last Sunday.
a few games at second base.
Westerman came here from Hills- the South Apartments. He has four
Big Red batted .361 to lead the team
In the only Northern League game dale College in Michigan, where he children—two boys and two girls.
and, in addition, won six games an the scheduled. Theta Chi edged Beta, 12 to was head basketball coach and backHe says that he likes Maine and the Frosh Race With MCI
mound. His 99 strikeouts were also 6. In Southern League tilts, Phi field coach under football coach and people very
much. It was a little
Coach Chester Jenkins' freshman
tops on the club.
Kappa Sigma downed Sigma Chi, atheltic director Dave Nelson in 1946 strange to him at first, for he had never
cross country squad will open its 1949
A note for the little men—Bob 18 to 6, and ATO beat out Lambda and 1947 and Jim Holgate in 1948.
been in this part of the country before. season here tomorrow
against MCI's
D'Agostino, Springfield's five-touch- Chi on distance in a double overtime.
The soft-spoken mentor said that But now that he has been here for state prep
school champions. MCI
down halfback, stands 5 ft. 7 in. and Phi Gam won by a forfeit from Alpha while he was basketball coach at a time, he
thinks the state, the Uni- will field the same team
that won the
weighs 147 pounds.
Gam.
Hillsdale, his teams did not set too im- versity, and the people are fine.
title last year.

D'Agostino And Springfield Stop Maine,35-0

Frosh Starting
Positions Open

Women's Sports

Bates Harriers
Here Tomorrow

Coach Westerman Likes Attitude
Of This Year's Pale Blue Squad

Tennis Tournament
For All Students
Starts Saturday

Orono, Maine, October 6, 1949
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Canada Leads
University
Union Drive

Fire Procedure Newsmen To
Outline Given Be Guests
By Authorities Of University

SPORTSWEAR
for Men
SPORT COATS
SPORT JACKETS
SLACKS
SHIRTS
NECKWEAR
FOOTWEAR
New Fall Suits and Topcoats
• • • •

University of Maine alumni in Cana(Continued front Page One)
The Administration has announced
the following rules to be observed in
da stand first in the Union Building
graphic works from Maine daily newscase of fire in any University building:
Fund campaign with 120 per cent of
papers (Oakes Room).
1. Call Orono 600 (Orono Fire
Raymond H.
An exhibit portraying the history their quota, according to
Dept.) and give the exact location of
chairman.
campaign
general
Fogler,
of printing, from Rockland's Farnsthe fire. Also (between 7:00 a.m. and
Room).
(Oakes
is CanaMuseum
Montreal,
worth Art
Manley W. Davis,
6:00 p.m.) call the University OperaA display of front pages of Maine dian chairman.
tor and report the fire. Or (nights
The 19 alumni residing in Canada
and Sundays and campus observed weekly newspapers (3 Fernald).
Student committeemen who are as- have subscribed $4,020, exceeding
holidays) call the University Heating
sisting with the affair are:
Plant, Orono 740.
their quota by $670.
University of Maine Press Club:
2. Give the alarm to all occupants
John K. Murphy, president; James R.
of the building.
Wheeler, vice president; Marilyn Wy- Politics Club Meets
3. If the fire is of small proporman, secretary; Robert P. Snowman,
tions, apply fire extinguishers which
The Foreign Affairs and Politics
treasurer.
are located in all buildings. Know
The Maine Campus: Lawrence D. Clubs, which have combined, will hold
where the extinguishers are located in
Pinkham, editor; John H. Stimpson, their first meeting tonight at 7:30 in
case of an emergency.
the North Estabrooke recreation room.
business manager.
4. In ease of an oil fire or a short
circuit in electrical wiring, use a •
pyrene or a carbon dioxide extinguisher. Direct the discharge as close to
the fire as possible, applying first at
PHOTOGRAPHER
the edge and bottom of the fire and
progressing forward and upward.
5. Supervise the removal of equipment and records from your building
or office.
6. Report any potential fire hazard to Mr. Dempsey, Superintendent
of Buildings and Grounds, Ext. 16, or
the Safety Committee in your building.
7. Please do not congest a fire
area with cars.
University fire signals are as follows:
Bank Building
Ore short blast at 12:45 daily ex8171
Orono
cept Sunday—for testing only.
Two long blasts—signal for the
U. of M. volunteer fire department
•
to report at the Orono fire station.
All others disregard signal.
Three long blasts—fire alarm for
south portion of campus.
Four long blasts—fire alarm for
north portion of campus.

M. L. French & Son
Van Heusen dealers in Bangor
0

•

TED NEWHALL

Bangor

196 Exchange St.
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Expert Developing & Printing

—RANGE BURNERS—
ABC and Silent Glow

r
newest idea in spoil shirts!

COMPLETE

Rev. Edward R. Nelson
Will Conduct Services

Van Trix

Drums, Spigots, Lines, Coils, etc.
SHELL RANGE & FURNACE OIL

Rev. Edward R. Nelson, pastor of
the Immanuel Baptist Church of Portland, will conduct the religious services at the Little Theatre Sunday
morning, Oct. 9, at 11.
His sermon will be "Victors in the
Midst of Strife."

Something really new...really different in the sports
world—Van Trix! The collar, cuffs and waist are
knitted ... but the shirt body is made of popular
woven (not knitted) fabrics. Right for sports ... for
class ... or for those evening bull sessions.

AT

BURPEE-DAVIDSON CO.
Hardw are • Paints • Building Supplies • Auto Access.
Dial 2273

73 Mill St.

"Freddie"

Clinic Secretary Resigns

`To Smile—To Serve—To Satisfy' "Johnnie"
ff

Miss Suzie Maddocks, medical secretary at the University clinic for the
past three years, has resigned to accept a similar position in Augusta.

van 1-1ellsew •
sums

HEAR DEMOCRACY AT WORK ON
PROBLEMS THAT AFFECT YOU!

FOLLOW THE TREND TO
HEINE'S BLEND...

Mlle

"the world's smartest"

in AMERICA'S

PHILLIPS•JONES

NEW

YORK

1, N. Y.

5

OF THE AIR
Presented as a Public Service by

Bites 1.ess!
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•
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•
•

DIAL 910

BEN SKLAR'S

EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT AT 8:30
American Broadcasting Company

Since ]g8!

offers you
BANGOR'S LARGEST AND
MOST VARIED COLLECTION OF

Records, Music,
Radios
Chiekering Pianos

•

118 Main St.

•
•

Old Town
Headquarters for VAN HEUSEN PRODUCTS Maine
H
•SHIRTS
•SPORT SHIRTS
PAJAMAS
• WOLSEY SOCKS
• NECKW.EAPR"

•

ANDREWS MUSIC HOUSE

SWIM,TOW 540 CO..41 Prioneogit.1.F.. 4.•111.

CORP..

Town Meeting

THE SMOKING TOBACCO WITH
A B.L.• DEGREE!

New SI

In washable Cotton suede, $3.65. Van
Cab gabardine, $3.95. Rayon check, $5.95.
Also... Vanaca wool Flannel, $6.95.

Orono

Bangor

BETTS BOOKSTORE
THE COMPLETE "COLLEGE OUTLINE SERIES"
An outline of your courses in a nutshell
All heavy textbook material eliminated
in Orono at
2 Mill k
Hours 9 to 9
in Bangor at 58 Columbia St.
Weekdays 9 to 5:30
Saturday 9 to 9
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